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Health Units, SARA will alert the nurse’s pager, a
computer, and the nurses' station.
By Curt Bury
The initial installation of SARA began in midMarch, and a number of Status SoluA new chapter in safety was initiated
tions workers were first seen around
in March as the SARA alerting system
our campus installing their Wi-Fi “bubpendants became available to Collinble” wireless network. (This network
gton residents.
is different from the Wi-Fi installation
Collington has contracted with Stastill being enhanced to provide hightus Solutions, Inc. to upgrade our
speed internet and e-mail support to
current PET (Personal Emergency
our computer users.)
Transmitter) pendants to ones which
Next, Status Solutions replaced our
can work anywhere on our 125-acre
entire emergency “pull cords” in indecampus. With GPS capabilities and a
pendent housing units with new ones
special “Wi-Fi” umbrella covering our
compatible with the new SARA-base
campus, the button can be pushed
support system installed at Security.
anywhere and Collington Security can
Tom Connelly with SARA
(Residents are urged to call Security
come to exactly where you are! (Our
and test one or more of their new pull
current PET pendants would direct Secords – they can be reset simply pushing the red
curity to the resident’s apartment or cottage –
bar back to its top position.)
not very useful if one falls while walking on our
Then, residents who had originally purchased
beautiful wooded trails!)
“PET” pendants were urged to exchange them at
SARA stands for “Situational Awareness and
the Security Desk to get the GPS-based SARA
Response Assistant” and, according to Status
replacements. Residents without the original
Solutions, is an “automated alerting system and
pendants could buy new pendants for just $20
awareness engine that sends voice and text
until our current supply of additional SARA penalerts via phone, email, or electronically to many
dants runs out – latecomers could still get them,
various devices such as a pager, computer, and/
but they would be more expensive ($100).
or an alarm. For independent residents, SARA
Distribution of the new SARA pendants began
will alert Security by phone, computer, and alarm
in March. Training sessions for residents are
when a resident presses the button. In the

planned and will describe the options residents
may purchase, including sensors.
When this initial SARA system is complete,
probably in mid-April, additional safety sensors
can be purchased as needed. These can include: motion detectors, fall sensors, door/window sensors. Bed/chair sensors, glass break
detectors, smoke/ flame detectors, and others
that can be added to make residents safer in and
around their apartments, cottages and anywhere
else on campus.
SARA will also make it easier to broadcast
news of important events and emergencies to all
our residents, and will help Collington’s Security
Team keep us all safe.
SARA systems are installed throughout the network of Kendal Continuing Care Communities.
They report that residents welcome living in the
improved life safety environment that SARA provides.
When SARA is installed, Collington can become one of the safest life care communities
anywhere for all of us living here, and for future
residents as well.

Update on Kendal
Kendal sent us the balloons we saw outside
the Dining Room to celebrate an important step
in our path to affiliation. Collington’s bankers had
preliminarily approved the term sheet for extending our credit line of a proposal that had been
presented by Collington and Kendal; final review
of the terms is taking place within the credit committees of each of the four banks. One important
part of approval includes our proposal to spend
some of our capital improvement funds Those
expenditures will be within the first six months of
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the 2012 fiscal year, beginning April 1, 2011.
The note on the balloons read, “Collington and
Kendal. A Great Team. Looking Forward and
Upward. From your friends at Kendal.” The balloons were sent to Collington’s residents, staff
and Board.
Another important pending
step will be approval by the
Maryland Department of
Aging for our affiliation with
Kendal, which may take up
to 90 days. In the meantime,
the recruitment for a permanent executive directorcontinues. It’s good to
know that we are proceeding toward our
affiliation with Kendal. In the meantime, Kendal
specialists continue to provide daily consultating
services to various activities, including marketng,
finance, health care services, information technology, governance, dining services, and plant
operations. RE
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Are Trikes for Collington?
By Jim Giese

Collington cottage resident Jim Whitaker has
been riding bicycles for many years, but after
turning 90 last year his daughter, Sandy Sweeney, suggested he consider using a tricycle.
With his concurrence, Sandy gave him a Miami
Sun tricycle for Christmas. Since then. Jim has
been zipping around Collington on it--well, for the
most part.
Jim notes that the trike doesn’t have a gearshift like his old bicycle. According to one source,
tricycles require 10 percent more effort to move
than bicycles. Jim isn’t able to bike up the hill to
the woodshop, his favorite place to hang out at
Collington. He has to walk his trike. Otherwise,
he finds his new vehicle great for getting about.
“It’s a lot better to stop to meet and greet people.
I feel I have better control,” he said. Jim also appreciates Collington’s covered walkways when it
rains or snows.
As compared to riding a bicycle, Jim feels a lot
safer on the trike. He said he had earlier taken
three or four spills on the bicycle. However, he
does have to use more caution leaving the woodshop. “When I was still riding my bike”, he said,
“if I could see no cars coming, I would go sailing
down the hill and around the corner,” leaning into
the turn. Now he takes the hill with greater caution, using the brake and avoiding a sharp turn
that could cause his tricycle to tip over.

ton, some issues may arise. Where do you keep
them? Jim leaves his outside his cottage entrance during the day but brings it inside at night.
Where do you park them at the Clock Tower and
dining room? Inside or outside? Jim is leaving
his inside near the chapel. Can you ride them
inside? Jim thinks he has as good or better control than a person on a scooter, but tricycles are
bigger. Should they be ridden on roads or sidewalks? Accidents between bicycles and pedestrians tend to result in less serious injuries than
occur in accidents between automobiles and bicycles.
Are tricycles safe for seniors to ride? They
are if the rider has reasonably good motor skills.
Safety experts recommend wearing a helmet.
While more stable, a tricycle can tip over if turned
too sharply or is on an uneven surface,. At night,
bicycles should be equipped with lights and reflectors and riders should wear light colored
clothing.
Tricycles range in price from $400 on up.
Jim’s cost around $500. A 3-speed trike with
both coaster and hand brakes can be had for
about $600. Electric tricycles sell for around
$1,200 and side-by-side tricycles for two can be
had from around $1,100. There are also recumbent and folding bicycles. Tricycles sold on the
internet may be cheaper than those at dealers
but require assembly.

Jim is a retired University of Connecticut professor of agricultural science. He and his wife,
Alice (Poppy), moved to Collington five-and-ahalf years ago. She died last June.
A wide variety of tricycles are found throughout the world. They are particularly common in
Asia and Africa where they are used for transportation and hauling. In this country they are
primarily found in senior retirement communities.
Jim’s is the first for Collington.
Should tricycles become popular at Coling-
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Helpfulness is Her Thing
By Ginny Mintz

For most of us, the word Belize evokes warm
soothing breezes, turquoise water, coral reefs,
and Mayan temples. But, to Stephanie Dalton and
her husband Rick, it meant Peace Corps – and
the opportunity to help people. Sound familiar?

Although she had been a ski instructor, had a
bachelor’s degree in commercial recreation and
tourism and was a golf resort social director, she
realized she wasn’t satisfied “because it didn’t
make people feel better.” So, she went back to
school and got a second bachelor’s degree in
Therapeutic Recreation and then took a job as a
recreation therapist in a geriatric hospital.
The first degree, however, came in handy during two-years on Gales Point Manatee, a village
of 400 on a peninsula in Belize, a sunny Central
American paradise of some 300,000 very diverse
people. “We couldn’t have had a better location if
we’d tried,” she said. There, they happily worked
with a woman’s group, helping them make jams
and jellies and clothing to sell, acquiring many
friends and settling in for the long haul.
Then, one night, they woke up to the sound of
shots and dove under the bed. Only later did they
realize that a wooden house on stilts was not the
safest place they could have chosen. The problem, it seems, was someone was warning the
neighbor away from trying to rid the area of the
drug traffickers. This bit of excitement happened
after an attempted break-in at their own house–
rumor had it they were rich. Trying to be helpful,
the neighbor gave them a tongue-tied dog. Fortunately, the night of the shooting, its tongue got
untied!
Shaken, they called headquarters for instructions. The Peace Corps counseled getting outta
town and they ended up on San Pedro, a town
of about 4,000 on the southern tip of San Ambergris Caye. There, Stephanie played a very busy
Jack-of-all-trades while Rick stuck to technology
and numbers things.
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At the local junior college, Stephanie taught
tourism, first aid and CPR and opened a computer lab at the town library. In the summer she
also took on myriad jobs with Belize’s largest festival, the four-day International Costa Maya Festival designed to draw summer tourists. “It was
a wonderful time, with many lasting friendships,”
according to Stephanie.
Unfortunately, there was a serious problem
in paradise: everyone got around town by golf
cart with batteries that died in droves, leaked and
were abandoned to dangerously poison the soil.
The job of getting rid of them fell to Stephanie
and Rick.

Back home, she jumped at the chance to become Resident Services Director at Collington.
Now, it seems that almost anything people want
done outside of administration, cooking and
grounds, ends up, one way or another, in Stephanie’s lap. Recently, during just one hour, at least
four people barged in with some request or piece
of information while the phone rang half dozen
times. With each interruption, she chuckled and
tried to help.

Fortunately she does have help with activities
in the Creighton Center and in the Pool and Exercise Room. But, if you want to reserve a room,
get something in the Courier, trim the Christmas
tree, learn how to use the A/V equipment in the
Auditorium, straighten up after parties, make requests for activities, sign up for SAGE classes, or
innumerable other things, Stephanie is your gal.
So, despite a good memory, she dutifully
makes notes on each wish, want, or need. The
real trick for her is to find the time to read the
notes!

Salute to Our Library Volunteers
By Jeanne Barnett

Our Collington library is physically planted at
the heart of our community with doors invitingly
open and offerings on display. A team of over
a dozen residents is dedicated to the care of its
books and papers and the special requirements
of the various categories it includes.
The main mission of the Library Committee is
“to provide a vital circulating collection tailored to
the reading preferences of Collington residents,
and the continuing purchase of newly-published
books.” It comprises about 7900 books, and is
for the use and pleasure of the Collington community members, who are avid readers with a
variety of interests. A resident committee runs
it on a simple honor system without fees or fines
The tasks for our volunteer librarians are
many:
Shelving and “Weeding”: are essential.
Books must be placed in the appropriate place
and constant weeding seeks to replace non-or
little-used volumes with those more in demand.
Selected categories of book such as new fiction
and biography are often given prominent display
to inform and entice interested readers. A committee of six under the guidance of Agnes Hatfield regularly performs these tasks – Bill Cosgrove, Liz Sober, Louise Huddleston, Dorothy
Friestedt, and Evelyn Colbert.
Computer Cataloguing: involves constant up
dating and entering acquisitions in the computer
catalogue, which is available online to those with
personal computers as well as the one in the library – Julia Freeman.
Library Notes: a delightful periodical highlighting newly acquired and other reading suggestions – Faith Jackson
Windowsill in the hallway: displays donated

books for sale, earning funds for the Library –
Evelyn Colbert
The Periodical Room: offers an array of contemporary periodicals, mostly donated, which are
exclusive to this room and must in all fairness be
read in the Periodical Room- Carol Marsh
Red Cart: selects books for the Health Committee to make available to residents in the health
center-Joan Clark
Low Vision Technology: a priority library
issue with the increased demand for large print
publications, which are very costly, at a time
when current technology is making strides in
developing appropriate tools such as E-books
with adjustable print size. Our library hopes to
be able eventually to provide E-books that can
be borrowed which may include books that “talk.
(i.e. Text to Speech.)” Other general libraries are
also moving in this direction. – Lee McKnight is
working on this issue in consultation with Jan
Houts of our Low Vision Group.
Book Dsposal: as noted, “weeding” is an
indispensable yet carefully managed function of
library maintenance. Removed books are not“
dumped” but reviewed by a group and donated
to other suppliers. (i.e. AAUW et al) or sold on
the windowsill.--Peter Fund, Anne Stone, Agnes
Hatfield, Evelyn Colbert, Pat Battin.
Selection (Wish List) Group: This group
meets four times a year to choose new books
for acquisition based on what the Collingtonians
want. It selects and orders titles based on
feedback from the community – Agnes Hatfield,
Anne Stone, Evelyn Colbert, and Pat Battin.
In short, with many hours of volunteer service by residents, we are all privileged to have
an outstanding library to use day or night.
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La Vie en Rose
A French View of Collington Services
By Sara Elkin Thomas
I discovered Collington during my early March
stay with my dear Uncle Bob, also known as Robert Elkin. Bob had been telling me about Collington for many years. Now that I have actually been
on your campus and met some of your interesting residents, I can confirm that Collingtonians
are not seeing their surroundings through rosecolored glasses. What I saw is truly exceptional.
I thought it might be interesting to you to discover a little about how homes for the aging operate in France. I have worked for many years
as a volunteer art therapist in the system, currently from my home in Aimargues in the South
of France.
The basis for health care here is France’s Sécurité Sociale, which does approximately what
Medicare plus Medicaid do in the States. Of
the some 10,000 retirement homes throughout
France, I do not know of any three-level care residences such as Collington. Some 60 percent of
French retirement homes are state-run, belonging to a city or to a local or regional administration
and are managed by the local social services department, the local hospital or health care center.
Advantage: the cost is less expensive than in private retirement homes. Disadvantage: they are
most often full and waiting lists can take months,
even years down the road. Privately-run retirement homes can belong to associations or be
commercial ventures. Their prices vary greatly.
The basic retirement home or assisted living
unit includes a double or private room, 24 hour
call button, household cleaning and laundry service, meals and activities. Each resident goes
out to see his or her doctors, but many French
GPs make calls to the local retirement homes.

homes and service residences: To be autonomous, the residents must be able to walk alone
or with a walker, and be able to bathe, dress, and
feed themselves. Here, the residents are in either a studio or a one bedroom. There is always
an activities area. Assisted living homes have
in-house medical surveillance and a 24/7 staff
nurse. The services and prices vary amongst the
different homes.
The second level, Homes for dependant seniors: these are comparable to skilled nursing
homes in the States, but for short term stay.
These centers must be approved and controlled
by the Ministry of health. The prices vary depending on the level of care.
The third level, Homes for highly dependant
seniors: these are long term skilled nursing
homes, generally welcoming those who need
constant health care. Here. health costs are paid
by the Sécurité Sociale and the other services
such as nursing aides are paid for by the local
government fund. The resident pays Housing
and meals.
Some state-run homes have an obligation to
welcome a certain percentage, up to 100% of
residents, who cannot pay all of the expenses
themselves. These people turn over their Sécurité Sociale retirement income with the balance
paid by the Sécurité Sociale.
The major issue today in France is the huge
baby boomer generation that is aging. France
already has insufficient homes for the present
demand and things are not looking very positive
for the future. But, I guess we can always put on
our rose-colored glasses and sing a tribute to our
eternal Edith Piaf.

The first level can be “autonomous” (independent) or assisted living and consists of live-in
6
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Sara Thomas’ French Art Therapy Class

Born In The Wrong Century
By Gloria Ericson

I have long had a love-hate relationship with
computers. I love what they can do but I don’t
really understand them. This means that every
time I upgrade to a newer model I have to begin
the wooing process all over again: With candy,
flowers, and finally on my knees beseeching it
to be kind to me. This also means I bedevil my
daughters shamelessly for help. The older one
lives on the West Coast and gets away almost
scot free but the younger one is unfortunate
enough to live in Richmond and every few weeks
feels she better make the three-hour trip to unsnarl the mess her whimpering Flat-Earth mother
has made
But recently my older daughter sent me a
present – a book by Abby Stokes called, “Is This
Thing On?” Its subtitle: “Computer Handbook for
Late Bloomers, Technophobes, and the Kicking
& Screaming.” The opening paragraph quoted
below lets me know that I am not the only mother
to drive her young to distraction.
“My mother still can’t reset her car’s clock after
daylight saving time. She just adds or subtracts
an hour until I come home for a visit. Even better, for the first week after she buys a new car
she’ll only drive it in the Stop and Shop parking
lot. Once she feels comfortable enough to take
it on the road, it’s still a few months before the
windshield wipers stop being activated whenever
she means to signal a right turn.”
Nailed! I have met my doppelganger. You’ll
note that even though the book is about computers, the mother has evidenced problems with
even earlier technologies such as automobiles.
I can identify with that because my association
with cars is a long one – (I well remember the
cars of my childhood: black boxes bobbing along
on skinny tires.) One family car -- a secondhand
one already ancient when we acquired it -- had

headlamps that really were “lamps.” You lit the
wicks with a match. And a later car shared a battery with our radio. We took the battery out of the
car when we wanted to listen to the house radio
and reversed the procedure when we wanted to
go out on the town.
But prolonged close association with the
horseless carriage has still not made me feel
comfortable driving one. For instance I have not
yet – nor will I ever – drive on the Beltway. On/off
ramps freak me out. I never feel I have enough
space to insinuate myself into the stream of traffic. I want at least a half-mile of free space. The
few times I’ve tried entering a major highway I’ve
frozen at the end of the ramp while cars pile up
behind me, horns honking. It’s only when the
din becomes unbearable that I close my eyes
and plunge in. Strangely enough, despite their
recent impatience, the other cars don’t immediately follow me -- they seem to suddenly want
what I want – a half-mile of space between my
car and theirs.
And so the saga continues, compounded by
the fact that modern cars have computers themselves. Thus my two nemeses are now neatly
combined in one malevolent package. May the
Technology Gods have mercy on my soul.
More Editors Needed
Red Tape Holds Up New Bridges
You mean there’s something stronger than duct
tape?
Man Struck By Lightning: Faces Battery Charge
He probably IS the battery charge!
New Study of Obesity Looks for Larger
Test Group
Weren’t they fat enough?!
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Gardening

By Bill Preston
April in Maryland means lots of flowers-cherries, lilacs, peaches, redbud, ornamental pears,
forsythia, quince, and many others with bold declarations in masses of color. Go outside, dodge
the raindrops, and get the full impact of spring!
For those of you who love spring-flowering
bulbs, wait until fall, then order all you can plant.
For those of you who like summer flowers from
bulbs, gladiolus (glads) are the cheapest and
most spectacular. Caladiums have those colorful leaves, callas often have spotted leaves and
unique blooms, crocosmias have firy-red blooms,
and dahlias are best for September blooms.
The Garden/Greenhouse Committee here
at Collington set March 17 as “Potting Day” to
transplant about 2500 seedling bedding plants.
These will begin blooming in early May. So, be
ready for marigolds and many other colorful annuals that will be available.
Here’s a tree lesson for you. About 90 percent of our flowering cherries on campus are of
two Japanese varieties: the earlier-blooming Yoshino and the later-flowering Kwanzan. Yoshino
has single light pink blooms on loose-branched
trees, and these blooms are followed by small
fruits that turn black and are loved by the birds.
Kwanzan has more intense pink blooms that
are double with branches that are packed with
flowers and later with foliage that is dense and
causes deep shade underneath. Explain all this
to your friends, and they will admire your horticultural knowledge.
Sweet corn is a favorite vegetable crop for
residents in the United States. But, growing your
own is a challenge because sweet corn is also
delicious to many pests and varmints. Take a
8
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tip from an old farmer: grow another crop in that
old corn patch this year, and simply purchase the
sweet corn you want at the supermarket. These
days the supermarket offers perfect ears of incredibly good flavor (better than you can grow).
Commercial sweet corn growers now use outstanding supersweet or sugar-enhanced varieties. And, don’t boil those ears of corn in water;
steam the ears to retain the full flavor for your
own taste buds.
Don’t over-anticipate a deer fence around Collington soon. I have it on good authority that a
fence won’t be installed until later this year, or
maybe next spring, if at all. The job, if performed,
will be by a contractor, after competitive bids and
after money becomes available. So, for this season, plant deer-resistant plants or put up your
own deer fencing or spray with deer repellent.
Keep in mind that deer resistance is a relative
term; it depends on how hungry the animals are,
and also on their individual taste preferences.
The Washington Post recently publicized that
the beautiful perennial Astilbe is deer resistant.
If you believe this, you will be planting one of the
deer’s most delicious targets. Tomatoes are not
deer resistant and require lots of sun, so they are
hard to hide from deer. Marigolds are good deerresistant bedding plants, and maybe also vinca,
gaillardia, geraniums, and verbena. As with everything else in this new century, we just have to
get a little bit smarter! Happy April!

Who Am I ?

Just Looking About

BY Marian Schubauer

By Jeanne Gart

Take a look at these early photos of current

Visitors to Jeanne Barnett’s cottage ask about

residents and see if you can guess who they

the large carved figure pictured here. Jeanne ex-

are, using the clues we’ve presented. When

plains that it is a likeness of the Buddhist God-

you get back to Chatter Box, you’ll find the an-

dess of Mercy Kuan Yin. It probably dates from

swer. Have fun!!

the Sung Dynesty (969-1126), and was a very
April No.1: This happy child
clapping her hands prepared
to be a teacher but ended up
in the business world, she belonged to the Wall Street Riding Club and, at Collington,
she is a cheerful visitor to

popular deity. The figure is quite heavy – a wood
base covered with plaster. There are a few traces of paint, indicating that it was probably once
brightly painted. Jeanne’s late husband, Doak
Barnett, acquired the piece in Hong Kong about
1953, and it is among the many beautiful Chinese objects that Jeanne cherishes.

Health Care residents and a
participant in sports and bridge.
April No 2:

This hand-

some young man was an
Operations Research Analyst and Consultant. His
travels

included

Turkey,

Japan, and Iran. He keeps
tabs on anything to do with
the welfare of Collington.
April No.3: This curly-headed smiling child became an
art conservationist scientist at the Freer Gallery of
Art, she lived in Lebanon
and England and visited
Japan, China, The Middle
East, Europe and Canada.
Her leadership skills are essential to Collington.
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Chatter Box
Something new has been added to Hilda Jay’s
annual sale of art that filled the auditorium and
library corridors during March. Brief biographies
of many of the artists add to the interest of the
exhibit, bringing many of us up to date on the
artists. Hilda researched the Internet for paintings that were signed, with many unusual hits.
She says that all the paintings and photographs
come from the homes of residents. They represent pieces that families don’t have a place for
when someone dies or moves to assisted living.
Apparently, Hilda has a treasure trove of the art in
her home and is eager for sales so that she can
“claim my own home again.” The purpose of the
exhibit and sale is to contribute to the Residents
Association Endowment Fund. Why? .... To raise
money for the Residents Association Endowment
Fund. Yes, another Fund to keep straight! This
one is especially dear to Hilda’s heart since she
established it a number of years ago.
Hilda has long believed that among the things
that set Collington apart and added to its attractions, are the activities sponsored by the
Residents Association for example : The Collingtonian you are now reading, the flower arrangements we all enjoy, the parties, our outreach efforts, and many others.

Many years ago, Hilda who started the Op shop
to finance resident activities, took alarm. Suppose, she postulated, there should come a time
when the Op Shop would go out of business -for want of a place to operate, for want of willing
hands, or for want of merchandise. What would
happen to the Residents Association activities?
Insurance was needed and an Endowment was
her answer. Hilda got busy raising money to fill
its coffers. Today the Residents Association Endowment Fund holds a very hefty balance and
10
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the interest helps finance ongoing resident activities. In addition, we’re pleased to know that the
Op shop is continuing to go great guns.
Her aim for this sale is to contribute at least
$1,000 from sales and she had achieved over
that by press time. Thanks again Hilda.
O
Judith Shaw asks, “What do you get when you
cross a donkey with a coyote?” Her answer: Don
Quixote. (You have to say it.)
O
Answers to Who Am I? April No. 1: Ann Port,
April No. 2: Arnold Klick. April No. 3: Elizabeth
Fitzhugh. Did you get them all? Better luck next
month.
O
Bill Preston raised an assortment of flowers in
the greenhouse over the winter that he donated
to the Dining Room and the Flower Committee.
His final crop was a wonderful bouquet of yellow
tulips that enhanced many Flower Committee
displays.

I Remember

O

By Frances Kolarek
During our two years in Conakry, Guinea, on
Africa’s west coast, Edward R. Murrow paid us
a visit. President Kennedy had appointed him to
head the U.S. Information Agency, so he was my
husband Joe’s boss.
There was nothing to do in Conakry – no
shops, no museums, no movies – nothing. Murrow settled down on our wide verandah overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, a pleasant place to
do nothing. When I went to check on how he was
doing, I found him with our four-and-a-half year
old daughter Mary on his lap. They were busy
with pencil and paper. Looking over his shoulder
I saw that he was teaching her to make the figure
8. She had managed to write the other numbers
but was defeated by 8. Holding her little hand in
his, he kept tracing the number over and over
until she had mastered the art of eight.

If you have a short, interesting remembrance, tell Jeanne Gart at extension 7217.
Jeanne will type it for the Collingtonian.
O
Hats off to Dora Halton for her striking Know
Your Neighbor presentation. Wearing a medieval “fools cap”, Dora proved herself to be sharp
as a tack as she held her audience’s (a packed
auditorium) avid attention. She introduced her
son and daughter who sat on the stage with her
as she regaled us with tales of her life and travels with her husband. One sobering trip involved
problems in securing housing but Dora pushed
on to hold us attentive. Shifting to a crown, Dora
finished with a flair, telling the story of a “friend”
who married four times; to a banker, an entertainer, a minister, and a funeral parlor owner.
Asked why? Her friend said, One for the money,
two for the show, three to get ready, and four to
go. She left us laughing and informed. Great
job, Dora.		

know the meaning of the words he read. For a
little kid, Nicholas had a big appetite. He wolfed
down three sandwiches
to my one. He also has a
promising future as a banker. He won the first game
of bingo and collected two
bucks. He won the second
game as well, but it was
ruled he could collect only
once, so the next player with bingo won. On the
final game, Collingtonian Ron Blackman won,
but he distributed a dollar to the kid on either side
of him. Nicholas gathered up another buck that
way.
Mom Tomeka Bumbry, one of the National Harbor Chapter leaders, kept things moving along.
She is chief of staff to Prince George's County
Council Chair Ingrid Turner who also attended
the book reading session. She is the daughter of
June Turner.

O

Jack and Jill Pay a Visit

Pat’s Puns

By Jim Giese

June Turner and some Collington friends spent
part of Saturday afternoon March 12 with seven
young members of the National Harbor Chapter
Jade and Jaguars of Jack and Jill of America, Inc.
The purpose was for the Collingtonians to meet
these young people about age eight or nine, hear
them read from books for a while, join them for
lunch of sandwiches, chips and drinks, and then
play bingo together.
I got to pal with fourth
grader Nicholas, a
would-be banker – no,
wait, a would-be bank
owner. He read a book
about a wimpy kid and
did pretty well although I felt he didn't always
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St. Patrick’s Day Gala

Left, Dining Room staff model their green.
Below, Marcia Geiger Chats with David
Goodkind, Middle Line, Left, Lee McKnight
with his Huge green hat, Eli poses with his
red beard, Lydia Pugh looking cute with her
fashionable green, Bottom row, Carol Kenpske
leads the singers: Catherine Hudson, Pat King,
and Simon Roman. And bottom right, Janet
Jones, Bob Elkin and Chris Cobb.

